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For integer n> 1 let H, = H,(x, y, z) =&+q+r=n xPy4z be the homogeneous 
product sum of weight n on three letters x, y, z. Morgan Ward conjectured that 
H, # 0 for all integers n, x, y, z with n > 1 and xyz # 0. In support of this conjecture 
he proved that H, # 0 if n is even or if n + 2 is a prime number greater than 3. This 
paper adds considerably more evidence in support of Ward’s conjecture by showing 
that in many cases H,(a, b, c) & 0 modulo 2, 4, or 16. The parity of H,(a, b, c) is 
determined in all cases and, when H,(a, b. c) is even, further congruences are given 
modulo 4 or 16. 6 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For integers n 2 1 consider the homogeneous product sum 
H,, =H,k Y,z)= 1 xpyqzr, 
p+q+r=n 
the sum of all the symmetric functions of weight n on three letters x, y, z. 
Also let H,(x, y, z) = 1. Morgan Ward [l, 2, 33 conjectured that the 
Diophantine equation H, = 0 has only trivial solutions (solutions with 
xyz = 0) if n > 1. In support of this conjecture, which he showed has impor- 
tant consequences in the theory of integral cubic recurrences, Ward proved 
the following theorems, in which a, b, c are integers with abc # 0. 
THEOREM A. H&a, 6, c) # 0 for all n 3 1. 
THEOREM B. H,(a, b, c) # 0 if n + 2 is a prime number > 3. 
This paper adds considerably more evidence in support of Ward’s con- 
jecture by showing that in many cases H,(a, b, c) SL 0 modulo 2, 4, or 16, 
and hence that H,(a, b, c) # 0 for these values of n, a, b, c. The parity of the 
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integers H,(u, h, c) is determined in all cases, and further congruences are 
deduced modulo 4 or 16 when H,(a, h, c) is even. 
The analogous question for the simpler equation .Y” + y” + z” = 0 is 
essentially the problem of Fermat’s last theorem. This analogy is also 
brought out by the identity 
(x- y)(v -z)(----u) HJ-Y, y, z) 
=(y-z)x”+*+(z-.~)y”+‘+(,~-y)z”+*. 
Ward [2, 31, deduced Theorems A and B from the following: 
THEOREM C. If n > 1 the Diophantine equation H, = 0 has a nontrivial 
solution if and only if there exist coprime integers p and q, q # 0, such that 
the polynomial 
f(t)=t”+‘+pt+q 
has three integral roots. 
Ward’s proofs of Theorems A, B, and C are based on algebraic number 
theory. In particular the proof of Theorem B makes use of the cyclotomic 
field Q(e2”i’P), where p = n + 2. The methods of this paper are elementary; 
they use no algebraic number theory and avoid the intermediate 
Theorem C. Our results imply Ward’s Theorem A except for 
H,,, + &a, h, c) with all three of a, b, c odd, in which case our method 
yields only the congruence 
H 32k+30(ar b, c)=O (mod 16). 
They also settle some cases not covered by Ward’s Theorem B. For 
example, Ward’s results say nothing about H,, whereas our theorems 
imply H,(a, b, c) # 0 if exactly one of a, 6, c is odd or if b, c are odd and 
a E 2 (mod 4). 
2. STATEMENTS OF THE THEOREMS 
If H,(a, b, c) = 0 for some triple of integers a, b, c with abc # 0, then there 
is also a solution in which not all three of a, 6, c are even. Therefore in 
studying the numbers H,(a, b, c) we shall assume that at least one of a, 6, c 
is odd. The analysis splits naturally into cases depending on the parity of a, 
6, c, and our results can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Assume exactly one of a, b, c is odd. Then H,(a, 6, c) is odd 
and hence nonzero for all n 3 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume exactly two of a, b, c are odd. Then 
H,(a, b, c) E n + 1 (mod 2). 
In other words, if exactly two of a, b, c are odd, then H,(a, 6, c) is odd 
and hence nonzero if n is even, and H,(a, 6, c) is even if n is odd. For odd 
n, information about H,(a, b, c) modulo 8 and modulo 4 is provided by the 
next theorem. Because of symmetry we can assume that a is even and that 
b and c are odd. 
THEOREM 3. Assume exactly two of a, b, c are odd, say b and c. Then 
H 2m+,(a,b,c)-(m+l)(a+b+c)+mabc (mod8). (1) 
This implies: 
(a) H,,+,(a,b,c)-2 (mod4) 
in each of the following cases: 
a = 0, b=cr fl (mod 4), k b 1, 
a = 2, b= +l,c= -b (mod4),k>l. 
Otherwise, Hdk + , (a, 6, c) 5 0 (mod 4). We also have 
(b) Ha+3 (a, 6, c) z 2 (mod 4) zf a= 2 (mod 4), k> 1. Otherwise, 
H4k+3(a, 6, c)=O (mod4). 
THEOREM 4. Assume all three of a, b, c are odd. Then 
H,(a, 6, c)= z + 1 (mod2). [I 
This theorem shows that if all three of a, 6, c are odd then H,(a, 6, c) is 
odd (and hence nonzero) if n = 0 or 1 (mod 4) and H,(a, 6, c) is even if 
n E 2 or 3 (mod 4). The following companion result gives congruences 
modulo 16. 
THEOREM 5. Assume all three of a, b, c are odd. Then we have 
H 4k+l(u, b, c)- t(2k+ 1) (mod 16), 
where t is odd. Also, 
(2) 
H 4k+3(u, b, c)-2t(k+ 1) (mod 16), (3) 
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where t is odd. Moreover, 
H,,(a, h, c) = t(2k + 1) (mod 16) 
where t = 1 (mod 4) and 
H 4k+ 2(a, h, c) = 2t(k + 1) (mod 16), 
where t is odd. 
Note that (3) and (5) show that if r = 2 or 3 we have 
H 4k+,(a, b, c)-0 (mod 16) if and only if k E 7 (mod 8). 
(4) 
(5) 
3. LEMMAS 
Our method is based on a simple algebraic identity expressing 
H,(x, y, z) as a polynomial in z, the coefficients being the functions 
HA-x, Y) = H,(x, Y, O), r = 0, 1 ,..., n. 
The function H,(x, y) is the homogeneous product sum of weight r on two 
letters x and y. Note that we also have 
H,(x, Y) = x 
r+ I ,r+ I 
.y 1 ;, if x # I’. 
LEMMA 1. If n > 0 we have the identity 
H,(x, y, 2) = -f H,(x, y) zn-‘. 
r=O 
(6) 
Proof A generating function for H,(x, y, z) is 
1 8c.L 
(1 -.ut)(l -vt)(l -zt) 
= c H,(x, y, z)t”. 
n=O 
When z = 0 this is a generating function for H,(x, y) which, when mul- 
tiplied by the geometric series for l/( 1 - zt), gives (6). 
We will prove our theorems by deducing congruences mod 2, mod 8, and 
mod 16 from (6). The next three lemmas give congruence relations for the 
numbers H,(a, 6). 
LEMMA 2. (a) If a and h have opposite parity, then H,(a, b) is odd. 
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(b) If both a and b are odd, then 
H,(a, b) = n + 1 (mod 2), 
so H,(a, b) and n have opposite parity. 
Proof: Use the formula 
H,,(a, b)= 1 aPbY 
p+Cf=?l 
and consider a and A modulo 2. 
LEMMA 3. Assume a is even and b is odd. Then H,(a, b) = 1, H,(a, b) = 
a+b, and 
H,,(a,b)-l+ab+a’ (mods) if r>, 1, (7) 
Hzr+,(a, b)z b+a+a’ (mod 8) if r3 1. (8) 
Proof Since aJ’ s 0 (mod 8) for p > 3 we have 
H&a, b) E 1 apbY E b*’ + b*‘- ‘a + bzr-‘a2 (mod 8). 
pty=2r 
Since b is odd we have b2 = 1 (mod 8) so 
H,,(a, b) = 1 + ba + a2 (mod S), 
which proves (7). 
To prove (8) we write 
H,,+,(a,b)=b2’+‘+b2’a+b2’~‘a2~b-ta+ba2 (mods) 
-b+a+a2 (mod 8) 
because ba* E (2b’ + I )a’ 5 2a’b’ + a2 ZE a2 (mod 8). This proves Lemma 3. 
Lemma 5 gives congruences for H,(a, b) modulo 16. In its proof, and in 
some of the later work, we will make use of the following result concerning 
special congruences mod 16. 
LEMMA 4. If a is odd and n 2 0, then for any integer x we have 
a2=x s x (mod 16) (9) 
unless a2 z 9 (mod 16) and both n and x are odd, in which case we have 
aZnx E x + 8 (mod 16). (10) 
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Proqj: Since a is odd, a7 5 1 or 9 (mod 16). If u7 = I (mod 16) then (9) 
holds for all .t’ and II. 
Now assume a”=9 (mod 16). Then u4= 81 = 1 (mod 16) so if n is even. 
a’” E 1 (mod 16) and (9) holds for all x. But if n is odd, then uzn = 9 
(mod 16 ) and 
a’“.~ E 9x z x + 8s (mod 16 ). 
If x is even, we again have (9), but if x is odd, say x = 2X+ 1, then 8x = 
16X+ 8 and (10) holds instead. 
LEMMA 5. If both a and b are odd, then for r 2 1 we have 
H2,(a, b) = azr + rb(a + b) (mod 16) (11) 
and, for r 2 0, 
H 2r+,(a, b)=(r+ l)(a+b) (mod 16). (12) 
Proof: In each term of the sum 
H2,(a, b)= 1 uPbY 
p+q=2r 
the exponents p, q have the same parity, so we can write 
r-1 
H2,(a,b)=a”+b2’+ab2’-‘+(ab+b’) c a2”b2rp2p2n. (13) 
n=l 
The factor (ab + b’) multiplying the sum in (13) is even since both a and b 
are odd, so by Lemma 4 the last term of ( 13) is congruent to 
,- I 
(ab+b’) c 1=(ab+b2)(r-1) (mod16). 
n=l 
Hence, reducing (13) modulo 16 and using Lemma 4 again we find 
H2,(a, b) = a2r + b2’ - 2 b(b+a)+b(b+a)(r-1) 
=azr+b(b+a)+b(b+a)(r-1) 
=a”+b(b+a)r (mod 16), 
which proves (11). 
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By a similar argument we find 
r-1 
H 2r+ ,(Q, b)=a*‘+‘+ ba*‘+ b2r+1 +ub*‘+ (u+b) 1 u2”bZrp2” 
If=1 
= (a + b)u2’ + (a + b)b2’+ (a + b)(r - 1) (mod 16) 
= (r + l)(u + b) (mod 16), 
which proves ( 12). 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In proving Theorems 1 and 2 we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that c is even. Then the formula of Lemma 1 implies the congruence 
H,(u, 6, c) = H,(u, b) (mod 2) 
which, together with Lemma 2(a), proves Theorem 1. 
If both a and b are odd, Lemma 2(b) shows that H,(u, 6) =n+ 1 
(mod 2) which proves Theorem 2. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
From Lemma 1 we find 
2m+l 
H 2m+,(u,b,c)= 1 H,(u,b)c2”+‘--r 
r=O 
=rfo H2,(u, b)~*(*-~)+~+ -f H*,+,(a, b)~~(“-~~. 
r=O 
Now a is even and b, c are odd so we can use Lemma 3 to reduce this 
equation modulo 8. We hve, since c2 = 1 (mod 8) 
H Zm+,(u,b,c)=c+c f (1+ub+u2)+(u+b)c2”+ 2 (b+u+u*) 
r=l r=l 
-c+cm(l +ab+u2)+(u+b)+m(b+u+u2) 
= (m+ l)(u+b+c)+mubc+ma2(l +c) 
=(m+l)(u+b+c)+mubc (mod8) 
since a’( 1 + c) E 0 (mod 8). This proves congruence (1) in Theorem 3. 
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Statements (a) and (b) of Theorem 3 are obtained by reducing con- 
gruence (1) modulo 4. The following table shows the possible values mod 4 
of a, h, c that need to be considered, with the corresponding values mod 4 
of Hz,,, + ,(a, h CL as determined from (1) in the two cases m = 2k, 
nz = 2k + 1. Entries not listed can be obtained from those in the table by 
changing the signs of b and c. This does not alter the value of a + b + c, of 
abc, or of HZm+ , (a, b, c) modulo 4. 
a h c (m+ l)(a+h+C)+mabc H ‘tk + I H 4k + 3 
0 I 1 2(m + 1) 2 0 
0 1 3 0 0 0 
2 I 1 2m 0 2 
2 1 3 2 2 2 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Since a, b, and c are odd, Lemmas 1 and 2(b) give us the congruence 
H,(u,b,c)- i; H,(u,b)-l+(u+b)+ f (r+l)-1+ (mod 2 ), 
r=O r=? 
which proves Theorem 4. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
We assume all three of a, b, c are odd. By Lemma 1 we have 
H *,,,+,(a, b,c)=c -f Hzr(a, b)c*“‘--r’+ 2 Hzr+,(a, b)c*(‘+? 
r=O r=O 
Using Lemma 5 to reduce each H,(u, b) modulo 16 we find, 
H 2m+,(u,b,c)-c2”+’ SC ‘f (u2r+rb(a+b))c2’“-” 
r=l 
+ f (r+l)(u+b)c”“-” (mod 16) 
r=O 
+(u+b) f (r+l)c*“+” (mod 16). 
r=O 
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Now a + b is even, so by (9) of Lemma 4 we can suppress the even powers 
of c in the last two terms to get, modulo 16, 
H ,,+,(a, b, c)=c*~+~+c i a2rc2(mpr) 
+cb(a+b) f r+(a+b)mf’r 
r=l r=l 
or 
H 2m+l(u, b,c)=c2m+‘+c f a2’c2+” 
r= I 
a+b + -$m+ l)(mcb+m+2) (mod 16). (14) 
To suppress the even powers of c we use Lemma 4 again, which tells us 
that 
whereas 
C 2m+‘=+mzc (mod 16) if m is even, 
-c+8 (mod 16) if m is odd, 
(pC2( m--r)= 2r 
E z2r+ 8 
(mod 16) if m - r is even, 
(mod 16) if m - r is odd. 
At this point we split the argument into two cases, m even and m odd. 
Case 1. m = 2k. If a2 E 1 (mod 16), the sum of the first two terms on 
the right of (14) is congruent modulo 16 to c+ cm = c(2k+ 1). If a2 E 9 
(mod 16) this sum is congruent to 
c+c F a2r+c f u~~+c F 8. 
r=l r=l 
I even r odd 
r=l 
r odd 
Using (9) to suppress the powers of a2 we reduce this to 
c+ck+9ck+Sck=c(2k+l) (mod 16). 
Therefore, (14) becomes 
H 4k+,(a, 6, c)=c(2k+ l)+ T (2k + 1)(2bck + 2k + 2) (mod 16) 
= (2k+ 1)t (mod 16), 
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where t is an odd integer given by 
U-th 
t=c+- 2 (2bck+2k+2). 
This proves congruence (2) of Theorem 5. 
Case 2. m = 2k + 1. If a2 = 1 (mod 16) the first two terms on the right 
of (14) are congruent modulo 16 to c + cm = 2c(k + 1). If a2 = 9 (mod 16) 
the first two terms are congruent modulo 16 to 
2k + 1 2k + I 
c+8+c c (a*‘+8)+c c a2’ 
2k+ 1 2k + 1 2k + I 
-c+8+c 1 a2’+c c 8+c c Use. 
r=l 
r even 
,=I 
r even 
i-=1 
I odd 
Using (9) to suppress the powers of a* we reduce this mod 16 to 
c+8+kc+8kc+9c(k+l)=8(c+1)+2c(k+l)r2c(k+l) (mod16). 
Hence (14) becomes 
H &+3(a, b, c)-2c(k+ I)+ ?(2k+2)((2k+l)bc+2k+?) 
= 2t(k + 1) (mod 16) 
where t is an odd integer given by 
t=c+ +(2k+l)bc+2k+3). 
This proves (3). 
Next consider H2,(a, 6, c) with all three of a, b, c odd. Lemma 1 gives us 
H2,(a, b, c) = 2 H2Ja, b) cZcrn .-r) + c f H,,- ,(a, b) c*+ ‘). 
r=O r=l 
Using Lemma 4 to reduce each H,(a, b) modulo 16 we find 
H2,(a, b, c) = cZm + f (a2’+ rb(a + b)) c2(‘+‘) + c f r(a + b) c’(“-‘I. 
r=l r=, 
Since (a + b) is even we can use Lemma 5 to suppress the powers of c* 
which are multiplied by (a + 6) giving us 
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H,,(a, b, c) E cZm + -f a2rc2(mpr)+(a+b)(b+c) ‘f r 
i-=1 r=l 
=C - 2m + 2 u~~c~(‘-~) + (a + b)(b + c) 
r=l 
“‘“: ‘) (mod 16). 
(15) 
To suppress the remaining powers of c2 we split the argument into two 
cases, m even and m odd. 
Case 1. m =2k. If a2= 1 (mod 16) the sum of the first two terms in 
(15) is congruent modulo 16 to 1 + m= 2k+ 1. If a2=9 (mod 16), con- 
gruence (15) becomes, using Lemma 5, 
H&a, 6, c) = 1 + f a2k+ f (azr+8)+(a+b)(b+c)k(2k+1) 
r=l r=l 
r even r odd 
=l +k+9k+gk+(b+c)(a+b)k(2k+l) 
where 
E t(2k + 1) (mod 16) 
a+bb+c 
t=1+4k--, 
2 2 
an odd integer with t E 1 (mod 4). This proves (4). 
Case 2. m = 2k + 1. If a2 = 1 (mod 16) the sum of the first two terms in 
(15) is congruent modulo 16 to 1 + m = 2(k + 1). If a2 = 9 (mod 16) con- 
gruence (15) now becomes, using Lemma 5 again, 
2k + 1 
H 4k+2(a,b,c)-C2’2k+l)+ 1 a2rC2(2k+l-r) 
2ki 1 
+ 1 a2rC2(2k+1-r) 
r=l 
I odd 
+(a+b)(b+c)(2k+l)(k+l) (mod16) 
2k+ 1 2k+ 1 
=9+ C (a2’+8)+ 1 a2r 
,=I r=l 
r even r odd 
+(a+b)(b+c)(2k+ l)(k+ 1) 
=9+9k+9(k+l)+(a+b)(b+c)(2k+l)(k+l) 
E 2t(k + 1) (mod 16), 
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r=1+2 
a+bb+c --(2k+l), 
2 2 
an odd integer. This proves (5) and completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
8. COMPARISON WITH WARD'S THEOREMS 
Ward’s theorems give information about the nonvanishing of H,(a, b, c) 
for all a, b, c, abc # 0, and certain sets of integers n. Our theorems deal with 
all n > 1 and certain sets of integers a, 6, c. For example, our theorems 
show that H,(a, b, c) # 0 for n even, except possibly when all three of a, b, c 
are odd and n = 4k + 2 with k = 7 (mod 8), in which case Theorem 5 
implies only that H,(a, b, c) E 0 (mod 16). Ward’s Theorem A shows that 
H,, # 0 in this case also. 
Ward’s Theorem B gives no information about the nonvanishing of 
H,(a, 6, c). Our theorems show that H,(a, 6, c) # 0 except possibly when 
exactly two of a, 6, c are odd, in which case Theorem 3 implies that 
H,(a, b, c) E 3abc (mod 8). 
If the even factor, say a, is not divisible by 8 then H,(a, b, c) #O. 
Otherwise, Theorem 3 implies only that H,(u, b, c) E 0 (mod 8). 
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